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An inland sea (also known as an epeiric sea or an epicontinental sea) is a shallow sea that covers central areas of continents during periods of high sea level that result in marine transgressions. In modern times, continents stand high, eustatic sea levels are low, and there are few inland seas, the largest being Hudson Bay. Modern examples might also include the recently (less than 10,000 years ago) reflooded Persian Gulf, and the South China Sea that presently covers the Sunda Shelf. Everyone has a favourite beach in New Zealand so share yours with us on one of our social media channels! So without further ado, here are what we consider some of New Zealand’s most stunning beaches! 1. Cathedral Cove. Let’s start with the beach that features of every brochure, every Instagram feed, everything you can think of to do with New Zealand landscapes. Cathedral Cove features in The Chronicles of Narnia plus other multiple music videos. More stunning scenery attributed to rock formations, Wharariki Beach is often seen as among some of the most beautiful beaches in the world. Arguably, it is also one of the windiest, so it’s best to come here for the scenery rather than the bathing. Access is via a 20-minute farm track at the end of Wharariki Road. Inland Sea may refer to: Inland sea (geology), a sea that covers a central area of a landmass. Specific inland seas named “Inland Sea”: Seto Inland Sea, the body of water separating three of the main islands of Japan. Inland Sea, Gozo, a lagoon of seawater on the island of Gozo in Malta. Western Inland Sea, also known as the Western Interior Seaway, a sea that split the continent of North America during the Cretaceous Period. Khawr al Udayd, an inlet of the Persian Gulf. Inland Sea, an album by Rin’.